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Abstract²Person re-identification in public areas (such as 
airports, train stations and shopping malls) has recently received 
increased attention from computer vision researchers due, in 
part, to the demand for enhanced levels of security. Re-
identifying subjects within non-overlapped camera networks can 
be considered as a challenging task. Illumination changes in 
different scenes, variations in camera resolutions, field of view 
and human natural motion are the key obstacles to accurate 
implementation. This study assesses the use of Generic Fourier 
Shape Descriptor (GFD) on person silhouettes for re-
identification and further established which sections of a 
VXEMHFW¶V VLOKRXHWWH LV DEOH WR GHOLYHU RSWLPXP SHUIRUPDQFH
Human silhouettes of 90 subjects from the CASIA dataset 
walking 0° and 90° to a fixed CCTV camera were used for the 
purpose of re-LGHQWLILFDWLRQ (DFK VXEMHFW¶V YLGHR VHTXHQFH
comprised between 10 and 50 frames. For both views, silhouettes 
were segmented into eight algorithmically defined areas: head 
and neck, shoulders, upper 50%, lower 50%, upper 15%, middle 
35%, lower 40% and whole body. A GFD was used 
independently on each segment at each angle. After extracting 
the GFD feature for each frame, a linear discriminant analysis 
(LDA) classifier was used to investigate re-identification 
accuracy rate, where 50% RIHDFKVXEMHFW¶VIUDPHVZHUHWraining 
and the other 50% were testing. The results show that 97% 
identification accuracy rate at the 10th rank is achieved by using 
GFD on the upper 50% segment of the human silhouette front 
(0°) side. From 90° images, using GFD on the upper 15% 
silhouette segment was almost 98% accuracy rate at the 10th 
rank. This study illustrates which segments  
Keywords² Computer Vision, Generic Fourier Descriptor, 
Biometric re-identification, Silhouette. 
I. INTRODUCTION  
Person re-identification (re-id) in public areas (such as 
airports, train stations and shopping malls) is increasingly 
receiving attention from computer vision researchers towards 
enhancing the security levels. Installing camera networks (or 
CCTV) within non-overlapped field of view provides enhanced 
coverage for re-identifying subjects. These cameras provide 
enormous amount of records that are manually monitored by 
enforcement officers. As human monitoring is error prone, 
automated analysis of these videos might improve the 
surveillance quality.  
Person re-id task is mainly manipulated by extracting 
features from subjects exist in the scene. There are various 
methods that extract features, however, the most common are 
by neural network methods. For instance, [1] used 
convolutional neural network (CNN) technique to extract 
feature vectors from subjects frames and videos in public areas 
for the task of person re-id. Evaluating the approach on three 
public datasets showed that CNN method is effective for 
person re-id. The other features extraction  approach is 
appearance-model based techniques, which is widely studied 
problem, most recently in [2][3]. Subject appearance includes 
soft biometrics such as clothing type and colour [4], age [5] 
and gender [6]. Furthermore, features extracted from the body 
shape are considered as appearance model features, such as 
height [7]. Shape descriptors are additionally used as 
appearance model techniques to represent the content of the 
shape within an image. These descriptors are manly 
categorized into two types: boundaries-based shape descriptors 
and region-based shape descriptors. 
Boundary-based shape descriptors are solely rely on 
representing the information of the points existing in the 
contour of the shape, which means that the inner content is not 
captured. Common boundaries-based shape descriptors are 
Fourier descriptor [8], curvature scale space [9], and wavelet 
descriptor [10].  
Region-based shape descriptors are able to describe the 
interior properties of the shape within image as well as the 
boundaries points information. Therefore, region-based 
techniques can be applied on further applications contrasting to 
boundaries-based shape descriptors. Region-based descriptors 
include Zernike moments [11], and Generic Fourier descriptor 
(GFD)  [8] described in the methodology section. Such feature 
extraction methods can be applied on the entire body shape or 
on part of it. On this assumption, shape segmentation 
techniques are required.   
A human body segmentation approach has been used in 
different modalities. For instance, [12] segmented human 
silhouette horizontally into three parts for gait recognition. 
Such segmentation allowed investigation the lower part of the 
body (leg movement). The results showed that significant gait 
recognition performance is achieved with this segmentation. 
Moreover, [13] segmented the body into head, torso and legs to 
extract the colour of each part for authentication purposes. This 
was performed by finding the colour difference at the neck and 
the waist. This approach was used to support traditional 
biometrics, and it showed improvements to the authentication 
procedure. In this paper, the human silhouette is segmented 
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into eight parts. The GFD is then implemented on each 
segment for features extraction for the task of person re-id. 
II. METHEDOLOGY 
A. Dataset 
The CASIA dataset [14], Dataset B, was used in this 
experiment, which was captured by National Laboratory of 
Pattern Recognition, Institute of Automation, The Chinese 
Academy of Sciences 2006. It includes video recording of 124 
subjects that was captured in an indoor environment. 6XEMHFW¶V
movement is captured from 11 angles. In this experiment, 
angle 0° and 90° were chosen for analysing, because they 
differentially represent the views of a walking person. This 
aids investigating the reliable parts of the body for the task of 
person re-id in public areas. In 0° frames, the subjects were 
walking towards a fixed camera. While in 90° frames the 
videos showed a walking motion 90° to the camera, where the 
subject walk right to left.  
The CASIA dataset provides the corresponding foreground 
records for every video sequence. Silhouettes are in the PNG 
format with size of 320x240. We, in addition, pick 82 subjects 
from the first view 0° and 88 subjects from the second view 
90°, each of which has between 10 and 50 silhouette frames. 
The reason behind this selection is to nominate subjects where 
their corresponding silhouette frames are clear from noise and 
corruption.  
B. Automated Segmentation  
The CASIA dataset silhouettes from two different views 0° and 
90° were algorithmically segmented. The procedure of the 
segmentation was as follow: we surrounded the silhouette with 
the smallest bounding box, where the horizontal and vertical 
sides of the bounding box represent ݔand ݕ axis of the image 
respectively.  That means the size of the bounding boxes are 
different depending on the silhouettes size. Then, we 
segmented the silhouettes in eight different ways. These 
segments were chosen to represent different part of a human 
body in motion, so that we can investigate which of them 
deliver reliable re-id data.  
 Segments height measured based on the vertical axis
 
of the 
bounding box  ݕ . Segments are head & neck, shoulders, upper 
half, lower half, upper quarter, middle 35%, lower 40% and 
whole silhouette.   
To automate the segmentation over the dataset frames, we 
define these segments using the language of mathematical 
morphology [15]. The top segments (i.e. head & neck, upper 
half, upper quarter) are segmented as: ܫሺݔǡ ݕሻ ൌ  ൝ ሺݔǡ ݕሻȁݔ௖ െ ௪ଶ ൑ ݔ ൑ ௪ଶ ǡݕ௖ ൅  ௛ଶ ൑ ݕ ൑ ݕ௖ ൅ ௛ଶ െ ݄߳ଵൡ            (1) 
Where ܫሺݔǡ ݕሻ is the bounding box frame with width ݓ and 
height  ݄. Its centre is ሺݔ௖ ǡ ݕ௖ሻ and it can be computed as: 
 ሺݔ௖ ǡ ݕ௖ሻ ൌ  ቀ௪ଶ ǡ ௛ଶቁ     (2) 
The middle segments, which include shoulders and middle 
35%, are computed as follow: 
 ܫሺݔǡ ݕሻ ൌ  ൝ ሺݔǡ ݕሻȁݔ௖ െ  ௪ଶ ൑ ݔ ൑ ௪ଶ ǡݕ௖ ൅  ௛ଶ െ ݄߳ଵ ൏ ݕ ൑ ݕ௖ ൅ ௛ଶ െ ݄ሺ߳ଵ ൅ ߳ଶሻൡ  (3) 
The bottom segments are lower half and lower 40% and they 
can be extracted as follow: 
 
 ܫሺݔǡ ݕሻ ൌ  ൝ ሺݔǡ ݕሻȁݔ௖ െ  ௪ଶ ൑ ݔ ൑ ௪ଶ ǡݕ௖ ൅ ௛ଶ െ ݄ሺ߳ଵ ൅ ߳ଶሻ ൏ ݕ ൑ ݕ௖ െ ௛ଶൡ     (4) ߳ଵ and ߳ଶ are constants that can determine the height of each 
segment to the entire bounding box.  
Table 1 shows samples of each segment from both angles (0° 
and 90°). Furthermore, it describes the location of the segments 
in respect to the bounding box. For each segment, there is a 
fixed percentage (or height). The reason behind these 
specification associated to each segment is to precisely cover 
certain areas stability of the body in motion. For example, in 
the upper half (and lower half), the hand is included but, in the 
upper quarter (and lower 40%), the hand is excluded. In these 
cases, we can investigate how hand movement influence the re-
id task.  
C. Feature Extraction 
Figure 1 shows the framework followed in this 
experiment. After obtaining the eight segments, a feature 
vector for each segment are extracted by applying GFD [8]. 
This descriptor extracts the properties on the contour and the 
region of the silhouette. GFD is used in this experiment 
because it outperforms common shape descriptors [8]. It also 
generates a fixed length features vector. This helps towards 
avoiding preprocessing in the classification stage, where a 
fixed length features vector is required. This section describes 
how GFD was calculated.   
The regional-based technique GFD extracts a spectral 
feature in the frequency domain to produce the feature vectors. 
First, the image is converted from Cartesian space to 2D 
rectangular image in polar space. The polar coordinates ሺݎǡ ߠሻ 
can be extracted from Cartesian co-ordinates ሺݔǡ ݕሻ as: 
 ݎ ൌ  ඥሺݔ െ ݔ௖ሻଶ ൅ ሺݕ െ ݕ௖ሻଶ    (5) 
 ߠ ൌ ܽݎܿݐܽ݊ ቀ௬ି௬೎௫ି௬೎ቁ     (6) 
 
Where (ݔ௖ ǡ ݕ௖ሻ  is the centroid of the foreground image. A 
2D Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is then applied on the 
polar images to extract Fourier coefficients which are used to 
create the feature vector that measures the similarity and 










Segment Name Segment 
Height  
Segment Description Angle 0°  Angle 90°  
Head and neck 15% Head and neck motion is 
contained in this segment. It 
represents the top 15% of 
the bounding box. 
 
 
Shoulders 14% It only comprises the 
shoulders motion of the 
body, which is 14% of the 
body starting after the head 







Upper half 50% Represents the arms and 
major hands movement of 
body. It locates at the top 





Lower half 50% Shows the motion in the 
lower half of the body, 
which represent the lowest 





Upper quarter 25% Represents the combination 
of two segments, head and 
neck segment and shoulders 
segment, which takes place 
at the top 25% of the 




Middle 35% Represents the movement in 
the middle part of the body, 
excluding the head, neck, 
shoulders and legs motion. 
This segment is 35% of the 
bounding box that starts 







Lower 40% Represents legs movement 
of the body excluding hands 
and arms movements. It 
locates at the lowest 40% of 







Body 100% The complete bounding box 





Table 1: Silhouette Segmentation  
 ܲܨሺߩǡ ߬ሻ ൌ  ?  ? ݂ሺݎǡ ߠሻ݁ݔ݌ି௝ଶగቀೝೃఘାഇ೅ఛቁఏ௥   (7) 
 
Where ܴ  is the radial resolution and ܶ  is the angular 
frequency. Then, for each segment, the generated feature 
vector is represented as followed: 
 ܩܨܦ ൌ  ቀ௉ிሺ଴ǡଵሻ௉ிሺ଴ǡ଴ሻ ǡ ǥ ǡ ௉ிሺ଴ǡ்ିଵሻ௉ிሺ଴ǡ଴ሻ ǡ ǥ ǡ ௉ிሺ଴ǡଵሻ௉ிሺ଴ǡ଴ሻ ǡ ǥ ǡ ௉ிሺோିଵǡ்ିଵሻ௉ிሺ଴ǡ଴ሻ ቁ
       
D. Classification 
A linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier [16] was 
applied to each image segment type individually. A separate 
GFD feature vector is extracted for each frame. For a 
particular segment type, the vectors are split into two groups: 
an input set (test) and watch list (training). Each set is 
randomly assigned a 50% of the features vectors of each 
subject. After training the LDA on the input set, the error rate 
is then computed by testing the input set against the watch list.  
The value of each rank was computed as follow: 1) a 
matrix of ݊ ൈ ݉ (where ݊ is the number of GFD samples in 
test set and ݉  equals to the number of the samples in the 
training set) is obtained.  2) This matrix contains the similarity 
scores of each sample in the test set against each sample in the 
training set. 3) The values (scores) in each column of the 
matrix is then sorted in descending order.    
The number of the GFD samples for each class varies 
between 10 and 50 based on the number of the frames 
available for each subject in the dataset. In order to obtain the 
ranks, each cumulative distance score per class in the training 
set is divided by number of training GFDs for that subject.  
   
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The re-id accuracy rate results are stated using the 
Cumulative Match Characteristic curves (CMC). The CMC 
curves report the re-id accuracy rates achieved at every rank 
(the number of the ranks equal the number of candidates). 
Rank 1, for example, plots the percentage of the correct 
matches in the test set against the training test. Rank 10 refers 
to the percentage of the correct matches in the test set against 
the training set among the first 10 candidates.   
Figure 2 and 3 show the resulting CMC curves of 0° and 
90° angles respectively of the 8 human silhouette segments. 
The CMC curves revealed significant findings. Although the 
difference between the silhouettes was undistinguishable, 
GFD was able to extract discriminative features for each 
subject in the dataset based on certain segments.  
A. 0° Angle  
The most stable segment of a body in motion from the front 
is the upper half. Figure 2 shows that this segment outperforms 
all other parts with a 10th rank match 97.55%. The logical 
explanation of this result is that removing the segment with the 
most movement, which is the lower part of the body, increased 
the overall stability. 
The whole body and upper quarter segments occupy the 
second and third position respectively. As shown in figure 2, 
these segments are close to the upper half. Leg movement 
prevent the whole-body segment increasing WKH VKDSH¶V 
reliability to deliver stable data. The XSSHUTXDUWHU¶V segment 
has a physically smaller size compared with the upper half and 
whole-body segments, which reduces the amount of the 
extracted features. Therefore, the upper quarter is only 95.7% 
in the 10th rank. 
The middle 35%, with the head, neck, and shoulders 
segments attain 10th rank match with approximate 82%. 
Compared to the upper half, these three segments are much 
smaller in size, which cause fewer features to be extracted. 
Lower half and lower 40% segments achieve weak results due 
to the strong leg movements.  
B. 90°  Angle 
 The 90° angle showed that the most stable parts of the body 
are different from the 0° angle. The upper quarter segment 

















50% of the subject frames 
Figure 1: Experimental Framework 
accuracy rate, in the 10th rank. The upper half and head and 
neck overlap in the second position with a 95.7% accuracy rate. 
Regarding the middle 35%, the lower half and lower 40% parts 
represent weak results, as they involve comprehensive 
movements of the body. 
IV. CONCLUSION  
 Person re-identification in public areas within non-
overlapped camera networks can be considered as a 
challenging task. The purpose beyond this study was to 
investigate the part of a walking person sequence that produces 
the most reliable re-identification data.  GFD was able to 
extract discriminative features on certain body segments. These 
features were then tested using LDA classifier. The result 
shows that upper half segment outperformed other parts from 
front side of the subject (angle 0°). However, the upper quarter 
segment was the most stable part of human silhouette from 
angle 90°. 
 This experiment proves that exploiting the silhouettes in 
performing person re-id overcomes many obstacles that 
negatively affected the performance, such as illumination 
changes, variations in camera resolutions, field of view and 
human natural motion.  
Further studies will explore these results from a wider set 
of view positions and will facilitate the construction of a 
unique signature of each person monitored by CCTV for the 
purposes of re-identification. 
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